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Executive summary

The commoditization of the global wireless telecom industry
continues apace. Thanks to saturated markets, booming data demand,
new market entrants, ongoing consolidation, and vicious price wars,
wireless service providers are fighting for market share and the
average revenue per user (ARPU) is declining in many markets
around the world.
There are, however, pockets of resistance to the trend toward
commoditization. Several markets have managed to maintain a
comfortable level of differentiation, and others have even reversed
the commoditization trend.
In this study, our second annual analysis of commoditization in
wireless markets across the globe, we measured the degree of
commoditization in 59 markets using two key factors — the “ARPU
spread” (the difference between the highest and lowest ARPUs among
the operators in a particular market), and the “market share spread”
(the difference between the largest and smallest shares). The goal is to
create a picture of each market’s efficiency — the degree to which price
wars have consumed the ability of players to create and sustain value
in their market, and the willingness of consumers to switch from one
provider to another.
The results offer a detailed picture of the state of the industry, the
regulatory and pricing factors putting pressure on industry players, and
the strategies they are using to maintain their market differentiation
and the overall value of their product and services offerings.
This report discusses key findings at the global and regional levels.
The complete data set with country-level analyses can be found at
strategyand.pwc.com/wirelesscommoditization.
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Efficient market theory

As beneficial as the commoditization trend has been for consumers,
wireless operators are unlikely to be as pleased. Our global aggregate
commoditization index, which is based on our second annual analysis
of commoditization in 59 wireless markets across the globe, rose from
0.66 in 2016 to 0.67 in 2017, a 2 percent increase, and a 9 percent
increase since 2007 (see Exhibit 1, next page, and Exhibit 2, page 7).
The primary driver of this shift has been the decline in average revenue
per user (ARPU) that providers have been able to extract from their
customers, which has fallen 3 percent since last year, and 34 percent
over the past 10 years (see Exhibit 3, page 8). The ARPU spread, too, has
contracted, by 7 percent since last year and by 17 percent over the past
10 years.
Market share spread declined by 2 percent over the past year, and
by 11 percent since 2007 (see Exhibit 4, page 9). This suggests that
providers have been reasonably able to maintain their market positions,
even in the face of the greater pricing efficiency of their markets.
In a regional view, however, distinctions arise. Exhibit 2 lays out the
differences in degree of commoditization in the five regions we studied,
and the changes since 2006. Put briefly, no region has managed to buck
the trend since 2006, and only the MENA region (the Middle East and
North Africa) has become less commoditized in the past year.
Asia-Pacific. Most markets in the region are on the edge of
commoditization; only Indonesia, still dominated by a single player,
remains considerably differentiated. Providers in Japan have been
increasing their ARPUs by shifting away from unlimited plans and
focusing on content offerings and e-commerce services.
Europe. Every market here is highly saturated, and revenues in most
markets are shrinking, due to declining ARPUs and very tight market
share spreads. The French market, however, has stabilized into a dual
market with low-cost players on the one hand and premium players on
the other, reversing the commoditization trend.
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Exhibit 1
Wireless commoditization by country, 2017
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Exhibit 2
Increase in commoditization in wireless markets, 2006–17
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Exhibit 3
Shrinking ARPU by region, 2006–17
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Exhibit 4
Generally declining market share spread, 2006–17
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Latin America. This region’s markets are highly saturated, but the shift
from prepaid to postpaid plans is allowing premium segment players to
retain market share. Still, average ARPUs continue to trend downward.
MENA. This region too is highly saturated, especially in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) markets. Still, significant differences
abound. Turkey, for instance, is heavily commoditized, Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia are on the edge, and Egypt remains in a more
differentiated state.
North America. Despite a 29 percent increase in commoditization,
North America remains the least commoditized region. The rate of
commoditization, however, appears to be speeding up, as both
technology and new regulations reduce barriers to entry. The U.S.
market is already highly saturated, while players in Canada and
Mexico continue to grow their subscriber base.
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Differentiation strategies

As inevitable as the trend toward commoditization appears to be,
providers have tried a variety of strategies to stem the tide and
create more value from their product and services offerings. Most
of them focus on generating more revenue per user through different
pricing mechanisms, while some rely on capturing more market share.
Pricing and packaging. Pricing strategies commonly involve offering
deep discounts in hopes of capturing market share — at the risk of
triggering an all-out price war. However, providers in some markets
where demand for data is rising have moved away from unlimited data
plans in an effort to better monetize their data traffic.
Micro-segmentation. This typically involves creating sub-brands
for different types of customers, usually the most price-sensitive.
In markets where prepaid plans are common, some providers have
distinguished themselves by offering postpaid plans to specific
segments.
Value-added services. More and more providers are offering
additional services as part of their wireless plans. This can work in
two ways. Some package free digital content — including social
media, video, music, and gaming — as well as perks such as discounts
on online shopping, movie tickets, and flights into certain plans
typically offered to premium customers. Others are trying to capture
nontraditional, non-telecom revenues by expanding into areas such as
electronic commerce, finance, and education.
Consolidation and convergence. A sure way to improve market
share is by buying or merging with rivals, although such efforts are
increasingly running into regulatory hurdles as policymakers seek
to boost competition in their markets. However, convergence plays
for richer bundles that combine wireless with wire-line and cable
capabilities are seeing continued M&A momentum, especially
across Europe.
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Network investments. Network coverage, capacity, and quality of
service remain competitive differentiators in emerging markets, while
providers in more developed markets continue to upgrade their
networks to protect their core connectivity revenues.
Brand. Brand value remains a differentiator in certain markets,
although this is most common in markets such as Saudi Arabia and
Indonesia where a provider with a strong brand already dominates
the market.
Wholesaling. Some companies are looking to augment their consumer
and business revenue by providing wholesale network services to other
companies, typically mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) but
also other carriers, through national roaming and network sharing
agreements. Eventually, this could include providing connectivity
services to industrial companies, financial-services firms, e-health
providers, and others.
Surviving the storm
Perhaps it is inevitable that wireless markets around the world are
becoming commoditized so rapidly. After all, most markets are
saturated with subscribers, and the fast-rising popularity of the
smartphone is creating enormous demand for data. It is indeed a perfect
storm. Some providers will thrive by differentiating themselves through
a clear strategic identity and a strong customer value proposition; the
rest will end up surviving as fully commoditized utility providers.
(See “A tale of two telecoms: A look into the industry’s future.”)
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Asia-Pacific

• Most markets in the Asia-Pacific region are on the edge of
commoditization, with the exception of Indonesia, which is still quite
differentiated due to the continued dominance of a single player.
• Positive trends in the region include a recent ARPU increase in Japan
as operators shift away from unlimited plans and focus on content
offerings and e-commerce services.

Asia-Pacific contacts
Yury Pukha
Partner, PwC Russia
yury.pukha@pwc.com

Chris Bartlett
Partner, PwC Australia
chris.bartlett@pwc.com

Toshiya Imai
Partner, PwC Japan
toshiya.imai@pwc.com

Patrick Hui
Partner, PwC China
patrick.hui@cn.pwc.com

Chang-rae Kim
Partner, PwC South Korea
chang-rae.kim
@kr.pwc.com
Ashish Sharma
Partner, PwC India
sharma.ashish
@strategyand.in.pwc.com

Roman Nedielka, Sergey Salov, Koichi Banno, Yuwan Wang, Jerry Ge, and Manabu Kamitani
contributed to this report.
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Exhibit 5
Wireless commoditization in Asia-Pacific
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Europe

• Most markets in Europe are highly saturated, and revenues are
shrinking. As a result, most of the markets are on the edge of
commoditization. However, France has recently become more
differentiated, driven by the stabilization of the industry into a
dual market with low-cost players on the one hand and premium
players on the other.
• Russian wireless players have managed to avoid further
commoditization by shifting competition away from price,
focusing instead on value-added services and loyalty, and
suspending unlimited offers.

Europe contacts
Jens Niebuhr
Partner, PwC Germany
jens.niebuhr@pwc.com
Steven Pattheeuws
Partner, PwC Netherlands
steven.pattheeuws
@strategyand.nl.pwc.com

Pierre Péladeau
Partner, PwC France
pierre.peladeau
@pwc.com
Rolf Meakin
Partner, PwC UK
rolf.e.meakin@pwc.com

Luigi Pugliese
Partner, PwC Italy
luigi.pugliese@pwc.com
Carlos Severino
Partner, PwC Spain
carlos.severino
@strategyand.es.pwc.com

Claus Gruber contributed to this report.
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Exhibit 6
Wireless commoditization in Europe
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Latin America

• Latin America’s markets are highly saturated, and the region
continues to inch toward commoditization.
• In several markets, consumers are shifting to postpaid plans,
allowing premium players to retain market share, although
average ARPU is trending down.
• The commoditization trend in Argentina is reversing somewhat, a
sign of potential convergence among wireless and wireline operators.
• In Brazil, unfavorable economic conditions and payment
delinquencies have adversely affected the revenues of smaller
players, while larger players are aggressively cutting prices to
retain a share of a shrinking revenue pool.

Latin America contacts
Ariel Fleichman
Partner, PwC Argentina
ariel.fleichman
@strategyand.ar.pwc.com

Paolo Pigorini
Partner, PwC Brazil
paolo.pigorini@pwc.com

Alberto Silva and Diego Teitelbaum contributed to this report.
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Exhibit 7
Wireless commoditization in Latin America
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Middle East and North Africa

• MENA markets are highly saturated, especially the GCC countries.
• Markets are at varying stages of commoditization, with Turkey
heavily commoditized, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia on the edge, and
Egypt more differentiated.
• The commoditization trend has reversed in Egypt, driven by the
market leader’s focus on postpaid and corporate customers, despite
a decline in the market’s overall ARPU.
• Overall revenues in Saudi Arabia are shrinking, but the market
leader there has managed to maintain its position by focusing on
postpaid customers, preventing the market from becoming fully
commoditized.

MENA contacts
Bahjat El-Darwiche
Partner, PwC Lebanon
bahjat.eldarwiche
@pwc.com

Hicham Fadel
Partner, PwC Lebanon
hicham.fadel
@strategyand.ae.pwc.com

Kivanc Emiroglu
Partner, PwC Turkey
kivanc.emiroglu
@pwc.com

Mahmoud Makki
Partner, PwC Lebanon
mahmoud.makki
@strategyand.ae.pwc.com

Tarek Matar and Yusuf Bulut contributed to this report.
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Exhibit 8
Wireless commoditization in the Middle East and North Africa
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North America

• Countries in North America have been unable to solve the
commoditization problem — the rate of commoditization in every
market has increased faster since 2016 than over the past decade.
• As technology and regulation reduce barriers to entry, competition
is increasing.
• Driven by high saturation levels, competition in the U.S. market has
become especially aggressive, whereas continued subscriber growth
in Canada and Mexico has offered some relief.
• Major players in Canada are exploring bundling strategies as a way
to protect share and increase stickiness, but it is unclear whether
bundling alone can protect companies from competition from new
entrants.

North America contacts
Dr. Florian Gröne
Principal, PwC US
florian.groene@pwc.com
Daniel Hays
Principal, PwC US
dan.hays@pwc.com

Anderson Ramires
Partner, PwC Mexico
anderson.ramires
@pwc.com
Oliver Koderman
Partner, PwC Canada
oliver.koderman
@pwc.com

Bali Minhas
Partner, PwC Canada
bali.minhas@pwc.com
Darren Henderson
Partner, PwC Canada
darren.henderson
@pwc.com

Sergey Babin and Nicolas Mialaret contributed to this report.
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Exhibit 9
Wireless commoditization in North America
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